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-----Original Message----- 
From: Betty Sabo [mailto:canton1019@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, November 24, 2013 1:11 PM 
To: RulemakingComments Resource 
Subject: Comment on Draft NUREG-2157 -- Docket NRC 210-0246 Waste Confidence Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement 
 
 
Dear Secretary, 
 
The NRC's Waste Confidence Generic Environmental Impact Statement is an exercise in speculation dressed 
up as science.  Simply put, the document relies on the low probability of an accident to justify its position that 
reactor licensing and relicensing may resume.  
 
I was very young when my mother taught me that by playing with fire, I was going to be burned.  The NRC is 
playing with the "fire" of nuclear waste and putting us all at the risk of being burned.  Everyone knows the risks 
of nuclear waste.  Also, everyone knows that storage of high-level radioactive waste in fuel pools and dry 
casks is not a permanent solution.  The whole Yucca Mountain permanent disposal site proposal, read: 
debacle, would never have been undertaken unless the NRC knew that pools and casks are not a "forever" 
solution.   Yet, the NRC's draft document makes that assertion.   
 
The other inane argument the NRC document makes is that there is a low probability that a serious accident 
will occur.  Really?  What world are these people living in?  A climate gone wild with enormous and destructive 
storms, tsunamis and hurricanes that have wiped out entire cities, earthquakes that have shattered major 
areas of the world  - and the NRC thinks that "accidents" are rare?  What about terrorism as a threat?  Before 
911 the thought that people could bring down huge buildings by flying planes into them was unthinkable - or 
should I say of "low probability"?  What about Fukushima,  Chernobyl, Bhopal and Love Canal?  If we have 
learned anything from these past "low probability" incidents is that the unlikely happens far too often and is 
deathly devastating. 
 
It is obvious the NRC has hastily put together a document in the wake of last summer's federal court take-
down of the “waste confidence” principle.  It is also crystal clear that the NRC wants to overturn the agency’s 
forced moratorium on reactor licensing and renewal procedures. 
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Look, all reasonable people recognize that meeting the energy needs of this country is of vital importance.  The 
place that nuclear power has in any United States energy policy, however, must be based on truth and science 
not on hope and luck.   
 
All energy proposals must be scientifically-defensible, environmentally-responsible and publicly-acceptable.  
Nuclear energy, however, is in a class by itself since no other energy source leaves such a toxic waste that 
lasts so long and whose potential for destruction is so extreme.   The NRC must accept that truth and act 
accordingly - not gloss over the fact that there is no foreseeable “solution” for long-term radioactive waste 
storage. 
 
Not only is there no long-term solution for atomic waste in hand or on the horizon, the shorter-term programs 
now in place are inadequate from a public safety standpoint and do not offer the requisite confidence to allow 
continued generation of radioactive waste. Nothing in the NRC’s Draft NUREG-2157 changes truth and fact; it 
only relies on crossed fingers that no accident occur and the flimsy argument that casks and pools are doing 
fine. 
 
The NRC should dump this obfuscating, lengthy document and do its job.  The NRC should be insisting on a 
robust waste management system intentionally designed to handle conceivable accidents whether through 
equipment failure, natural disasters, operator error or any other cause that could release radioactive materials 
to the environment. 
 
Until there is a proven, safe, and sound nuclear waste management system, the NRC should advocate the 
ending of radioactive waste generation. The NRC should revise its Waste “Confidence” document to ensure 
the speediest possible end to that generation. In the interim, NRC must mandate the immediate movement of 
waste that has been sufficiently cooled out of the pools to dry storage containers, and those should be 
hardened on-site (HOSS) to improve safety and security. 
 
The NRC either cares more about its ability to license and re-license nuclear reactors or it cares more about 
protecting the public from the radioactive poisons that would be released from a radioactive waste accident. 
The current document proves the NRC cares more for the former and not at all about the later since it uses 
weak and even shameful arguments for its position.   
 
My mother also taught me to assess my life by daily asking myself as I put my head on the pillow at night, "Did 
I do the best I could today?"  The NRC would do well to adopt my mother's test because if the "best" the NRC 
can do is push nuclear power by using faulty arguments about waste storage then the NRC is not only lying to 
us but to itself.   
 
 
 
 
 
Betty Sabo 
 
NV 
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